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● 25,000 students 

● 22 schools  

● 12 cities in France 
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Sharing experience, tools & processes

1. Enabling synergies among institutions:
Flipped classrooms for undergraduate students

2. From higher education to lifelong learning:
Project-based learning for working professionals

→ Keys to success & new needs



1. Flipped classrooms
To enable synergies among institutions



Flipped classrooms in practice: 
● Customise the angle of the course  - both online and in class.
● Vary the type of learning -  alternating between distance and face-to-face.
● Avoiding passive lectures - devote class time to interactions & experimentations.



The scenario solution : Standardise online components 
while allowing for specialisation online and in class

4 Engineering schools:

Information
Technologies

Common Content in Maths, Physics and I.T. Curriculum

Specialisations:      Generalist         Biotechnology              Aeronautics



Creating independent micro-modules 
to take advantage of possible synergies



A typical 30-minute module
● Content & objectives
● Videos
● Training exercises with solutions
● Summary in pdf format
● Additional content and links to explore
● Self-evaluation quiz
● Feedback component for quality



High level of coordination for the conception and selection process
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Navigating in our shared production dashboard
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Course configuration with skills’ indexed modules, chapters, 
introductive videos, authors’ bios...



Flipped classrooms with Open edX : key takeaways

After 3 years, we’ve established a successful model for:

- Collaborating with teachers from different institutions and animating the community (collaboration 

tools, the role of the lead instructors, the course authors, the pedagogical coordinator…)

- Spliting courses into small, independent units.

- Organising flipped classrooms for undergraduates.

→  Using the benefits of edX to create synergies for several institutions who want to use content that is 

similar but not exactly the same.



2. Project-based learning
From higher education to lifelong learning



Digital Transformation to Online University

Executive Education Continuing Education Professional Education

Undergraduate & Graduate Education Graduate & Professional Online Education
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Graduate and Professional Online Education

Content library indexed by degrees, 
competencies and job orientations

Coaching :
Experts and Community

→ Deliverables: recognized degrees, skills and career paths

Projects :
Individual & Group



Project + skills oriented pedagogical model

Online 
Courses

Projects

Projects

Online 
Courses

Master Classes

Blended Model Structure Self-paced Model Structure

- Online courses = mutualisation of learning content across blended and self-paced programs

- Projects = individual and group  work to validate skills acquisition

- Master classes = synchronous or asynchronous content provided face-to-face  or remotely



Tailored models for blended or self-paced

Master Classes

Start Degree

Master Classes Final Evaluation

Group
Project

Group
Project

Individual
Project

Individual
Tutoring

Subscription
no

commitment
Degree

Final EvaluationQuiz

Group
Project

Individual
Tutoring

QuizKey Success Factors for self-paced model 

▪ Auto enrollment
▪ Asynchronous learning paths
▪ Individual projects and automated assessments
▪ Tutoring and peer-to-peer support
▪ Community Management

Key Success Factors for blended model 

▪ Flexible yet synchronous learning paths
▪ Group projects and assessments
▪ Tutoring and master classes



Online platform supported by Open edX

progress tracking indicators

custom learning paths

social and collaborative tools

project support

notifications and alerts

multi-environment



Custom tools for better user experience



Key Takeaways

Since the launch of our first Online MBA in January 2016, we’ve successfully:

- Used Open edX to create synergies for continuing education programs.

- Adopted competency-based and project-based pedagogical models.

- Developed models for blended and self-paced learning to suit all students.



Conclusion

● Modular content →  synergies between different schools or programs, and different level of students.

● To design modular content, many people need to be involved at the stage of course conception, 

before the production starts. The importance of advance planning can’t be overstated.

● Support to both learners and teachers is also key: change management is a big component of the 

projects.

● The content of the online class is only part of the learning/teaching experience: learning scenarios are 

highly important. This is thought out/anticipated from the stage of conception. 



Thank you for your attention.

Let’s talk!

badi.ibrahim@ionisx.com

isabelle.druet@ionisx.com


